(This study is based upon preliminary results obtained from an
NPOA survey conducted in late November 2013.)
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Vast Majority of NPOA Survey Respondents
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industry. With approximately 620 members
at any given point, it is responsible for handling more than 11 million emails.
Although some subscribers cite the
sheer volume of emails as a negative,
most subscribers credit the list serv as being an invaluable source of information
and “problem solving” that is unmatched
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75% rated the value of the list as either “Excellent” or “Very Good.” Only 6.4% rated
the value of the list and the posts therein as
either “Fair” or “Poor.”

NPOA’s survey allowed for comments
related to this question, and while only a
small number chose to respond, the comments we did received proved enlightening. Below are some of the comments we
received:
• I would strongly recommend, unless you
already know everything and don’t want
to share.
• The volume of emails can be overwhelming and I would strongly urge participants
to set-up a separate email folder to handle
“PrintOwnerlist” emails.
• Too many non-business related posts
• I am keenly aware (sensitive) to “lurkers”
and “attackers,” so I will often respond
to posts with a private phone call instead
of posting.
• Too “cliquish” – The same ten members
or so seem to dominate the site, sometimes
with worthless dribble.
• Good information, but majority of people
responding seem to have sales of $1 million
and under; Not enough “mid-size” shops!

Participants Asked About Value
Of List to Potential Subscribers
Curious as to how NPOA might market
the PrintOwners list serv to others, we asked
subscribers the following: “Assuming you
are a regular or occasional visitor to the
Printowners list serv, how would you recommend or evaluate its value to potential
subscribers?”
Not surprisingly, a significant percentage of respondents (approximately 55%)
said they “would recommend that printers, mailers and sign-making companies
subscribe to the list, with the only reserva6.orAssuming
you ofare
tion
warning that the volume
emaila regular visitor to
traffic on the list serv can overwhelm some
List Serv, how would you evaluate its
owners.”
Approximately 41% of respondents told
value?
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list serv with no reservations whatsoever.
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7. NPOA recently modiﬁed pos ng guidelines - How
would you rate changes?

60%

Yes

Respondents Rate Recent
NPOA Changes to Guidelines
As some list serv members are aware,
NPOA recent made modest changes to
posting guidelines for the PrintOwners list
serv, to promote the list more widely and
assure fair publishing access for all. We
asked subscribers to rate these changes, and
the results appear in the pie chart on Pg. 4.
As you can see, almost 90% of all those
surveyed rated the recent changes as either
“Good,” “Very Good,” or “Excellent.”
Members of Other Associations
Also Turn to NPOA List for Help
Although the PrintOwners list serv is
owned and maintained by the National
Print Owners Association, it is maintained
for the benefit of the entire industry. Subscribers do not have to be members of
NPOA to take advantage of this significant
information resource, although subscribers
are encouraged to increase their participation in the industry by joining NPOA.
Nonetheless, membership in NPOA is
not required.
It is interesting to observe that while
almost 60% of subscribers are members
of NPOA, almost 27% of subscribers
come from the ranks of NAQP/NAPL,
and another 23.7% indicated they are
members of PIA. (The percentages total
greater than 100% due to multiple memberships by respondents.) Not surprisingly,
approximately 26% indicated they are not
members of any industry trade association.
It should not be assumed, however,
from the numbers cited above, that most
printers are members of a trade association. In fact, the reverse is true. NPOA
estimates that nationwide, less than 40%
of all printing firms (and possibly even
less) are actually members of any printing
association.
One of the major goals of NPOA in 2014
will be to reach out to members of other
trade associations and encourage them to
join NPOA, according to Jace Prejean,
President of NPOA. “We also want to
encourage many of those printers who are
not members of any trade association to
give NPOA a try in 2014,” notes Prejean.
“With annual dues of only $295, and a
monthly payment option of only $30 per
month, our association represents one of
the best small investments a small printing,
mailing or sign-making firm can make in
their business.”
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